
IP Log for eclipse.jdt 
Helios Release, June 2010 

Licenses 

• Eclipse Public License v1.0 

Third-Party Code 

CQ Third-Party Code License Use 

264 
APT Mirror API - 

com.sun.mirror.* Version: 1.5 
New BSD license  

297 Junit Version: 4 
Common Public License 

1.0 
 

298 Junit Version: 4.1 
Common Public License 

1.0 
 

299 Junit Version: 3.8.2 
Common Public License 

1.0 
 

1231 JUnit Version: 4.2 
Common Public License 

1.0 
 

1396 JUnit Version: 4.3.1 
Common Public License 

1.0 
 

1416 

Ispell English Word Lists (a zip 

file with word lists): Version: 

3.1.20 

iSpell Open Source 

License (based on 

Apache 1.1) 

 

2027 
JUnit Version: 4.4 (including 

Hamcrest Core Jar 1.1) 

Common Public License 

1.0, New BSD (Hamcrest 

Core) 

unmodified 

source & binary 

2583 
JUnit Version: 4.5 (Including 

Hamcrest Core Jar 1.1) 

Common Public License 

1.0, New BSD (Hamcrest 

Core) 

unmodified 

source & binary 

3480 
JUnit Version: 4.7 (including 2 

Hamcrest files) 

Common Public License 

1.0, BSD Style 

unmodified 

source & binary 

3677 junit Version: 4.8.1 
Common Public License 

1.0 

unmodified 

source & binary 

No pre-req dependencies 

Committers 



Past and Present Active 

Name Organization   

cknaus  (not a current committer)  

cvs  (not a current committer)  

droberts  (not a current committer)  

droberts2  (not a current committer)  

dspringgay  (not a current committer)  

dswanson  (not a current committer)  

dwright  (not a current committer)  

erich  (not a current committer)  

greg  (not a current committer)  

jburns  (not a current committer)  

jdesrivieres  (not a current committer)  

jdeupree  (not a current committer)  

jeff  (not a current committer)  

jlanneluc  (not a current committer)  

jszursze  (not a current committer)  

jszurszewski  (not a current committer)  

kdkelley  (not a current committer)  

kjohnson  (not a current committer)  

lbourlier  (not a current committer)  

maeschlimann  (not a current committer)  

mfaraj  (not a current committer)  

mhuebscher  (not a current committer)  

othomann  (not a current committer)  

philippe  (not a current committer)  

ptff  (not a current committer)  

sdimitro2  (not a current committer)  

tbay  (not a current committer)  

teicher  (not a current committer)  

tmaeder  (not a current committer)  

vlad  (not a current committer)  



Martin Aeschlimann IBM   

Jayaprakash Arthanareeswaran IBM   

David Audel IBM   

Deepak Azad IBM   

Dirk Baeumer IBM   

Kevin Barnes   

Benno Baumgartner   

Jared Burns   

Maxime Daniel IBM   

Jim Des Rivieres IBM   

Sonia Dimitrov IBM   

Frederic Fusier IBM   

Erich Gamma IBM   

Jess Garms   

Dejan Glozic IBM   

Tim Hanson BEA   

Walter Harley   

Eric Jodet IBM   

Kent Johnson   

Satyam Kandula IBM   

Mike Kaufman BEA   

Markus Keller IBM   

Adam Kiezun IBM   

Jerome Lanneluc IBM   

Kai-Uwe Maetzel IBM   

Christof Marti   

Susan McCourt IBM   

Dani Megert IBM   

Kim Moir IBM   

Philippe Mulet IBM   

Lorne Parsons IBM   

Michael Rennie IBM   



Srikanth Sankaran IBM   

Darin Swanson IBM   

Olivier Thomann IBM   

Raksha Vasisht IBM   

Andre Weinand IBM   

Tobias Widmer   

Curtis Windatt IBM   

Darin Wright IBM   

Theodora Yeung Oracle   

Never Active 

Name Organization   

John Duimovich IBM   

Kevin Haaland IBM   

Kari Halsted IBM   

Tom Hofmann (nee Eicher)   

Gary Horen BEA   

Ayushman Jain IBM   

Janek Lasocki-Biczysko   

Tim Wagner   

John Wiegand IBM   

Mike Wilson IBM   

Contributors and Their Contributions 

Bug Size Description 

Benjamin Cabe (sierrawireless.com) 

275215 912 

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.core.util.KeyToSignature#consumeType() uses a 

method not available in J2SE-1.4 EE 

fix 

Chris West (Faux) (goeswhere.com) 

282755 10.8K 

[quick assist] "Use 'StringBuilder' for string concatenation" could fix 

existing misuses 

Actual proposed implementaiton 

j.o. (aol.com) 



189497 2.6K 
Adding a java breakpoint exception should enable it 

Proposed patch 

Florian Albrecht (gmx.de) 

97228 6.5K 

[navigation] NLSKeyHyperlink to reveal/goto the key in the properties 

file editor 

Patch including HyperlinkDetector again 

Jayaprakash Arthanareeswaran (in.ibm.com) 

84720 7.1K 

[1.5][assist] proposal ranking by return value should consider 

auto(un)boxing 

Latest patch 

133911 4.9K 
type.move() returns unclear exception "invalid destination" 

Updated patch 

194358 2.6K 
[import rewrite] Organize Imports produces wrong order of imports 

Patch for perf_35x 

241549 3.8K 

[spec] IType#getFields/Initializers/Methods() should define order from 

class file 

Proposed Patch 

246832 5.0K 

[1.5][assist] Camel case completion not working with statically 

imported methods 

Latest patch 

248661 5.4K 
Axis2: Missing required libraries in Axis 2 WS Client Projects 

Updated patch 

252379 6.2K 
Organize imports deletes needed static import. 

Updated patch with regression test 

255752 5.3K 

[javadoc][assist] Inappropriate completion proposals for javadoc at 

compilation unit level 

Latest patch 

267833 16.7K 

[javadoc] Standard block/inline tags should be warned when used in the 

wrong context (inline/block) 

Latest patch 

267833 15.6K 

[javadoc] Standard block/inline tags should be warned when used in the 

wrong context (inline/block) 

Latest patch 

271296 45.9K 
[assist] void typed proposal may not be appropriate in many contexts 

Updated Patch 

273991 4.4K 

[assist] Wrong relevance for some proposals which are not compatible 

with the expected type 

Patch with updated tests 

273991 4.4K [assist] Wrong relevance for some proposals which are not compatible 



with the expected type 

Updated patch 

274466 3.9K 
[assist] Assert expressions should be proposed with high relevance 

Updated Patch 

276373 5.9K 

Incorrect resource comparison with 

IJavaProject.isOnClasspath(IResource) 

Patch with updated tests 

280497 2.7K 
Incorrect null result for IJavaProject.getClasspathEntryFor(IPath) 

Patch with tests 

281609 12.2K 

[javadoc] "Javadoc: Invalid reference" warning for @link to Java 

package 

Updated patch for HEAD 

281609 12.3K 

[javadoc] "Javadoc: Invalid reference" warning for @link to Java 

package 

Updated patch for 3.5.1 

283539 9.6K 

NamingConventions.suggestVariableNames doesn't work if name 

contains '_' 

Proposed Patch 

286918 9.9K 

[javadoc] Compiler should warn when @see and @link tag references 

in package-info.java don't have fully qualified names 

Proposed Patch 

Deepak Azad (in.ibm.com) 

161566 5.6K 
[JUnit] API: container name for JUnit container 

fix 

233156 6.5K 
[spell checking] The Dictionary component consumes a lot of memory 

performance test 

233156 10.1K 
[spell checking] The Dictionary component consumes a lot of memory 

fix 

247012 10.8K 

[nls tooling] Find Broken Externalized Strings could handle constants 

for message keys 

fix + tests 

262050 12.6K 
Unclear directions in New Java Project wizard 

reworked patch 

266094 74.3K 
Don't use "(s)" as placeholder for singular and plural 

Patch 

266094 33.8K 
Don't use "(s)" as placeholder for singular and plural 

fix for remaining strings 

276424 5.7K 
[content assist][preferences] 'Favorites > Edit' button opens dialog with 

title "New ..." 



reworked patch with the suggested changes 

276906 2.3K 

[build path] Dialog telling about output folder deletion should be 

improved 

fix 

292860 5.9K 
[preferences] Finish adding note to Compiler > Javadoc pref page 

fix 

294552 236.1K 
Remove unused externalized strings from org.eclipse.jdt.ui etc. 

fix 

294970 26.7K 
In strings use the name/label when there is just one element/thing 

fix 

294970 13.4K 
In strings use the name/label when there is just one element/thing 

reworked patch 

295040 7.8K 

[nls tooling] Find Broken Externalized Strings utility should not list 

calls like Messages.getResourceBundle() as undefined keys 

Reworked Patch 

295629 2.2K 

[spell checking] Dictionary remains in memory after spell checking is 

turned off 

fix 

295638 47.5K 
[refactoring][actions] Use ImportRewriteContext everywhere 

All my fixes  

Pradeep Balachandran (in.ibm.com) 

270436 3.6K 
[assist] Interface type proposed where only class is legal 

Tests plugin patch - v0.6 

270436 975 
[assist] Interface type proposed where only class is legal 

Code plugin patch - v0.6 

270437 3.6K 
[assist] Completion proposal leads to cycle detected error 

Tests plugin patch - v-0.7 

270437 1.8K 
[assist] Completion proposal leads to cycle detected error 

Code plugin patch - v-0.7 

276526 2.6K 

[content assist] Error - Type Duplicate interface Iterable for the type 

TestClass 

Code plugin patch - v-0.8 

276526 6.2K 

[content assist] Error - Type Duplicate interface Iterable for the type 

TestClass 

Tests plugin patch - v-0.7 

Troy Bishop (ca.ibm.com) 

304395 4.9K 
[preferences] Allow exporting Code Style preferences 

updated as per comment 5 



Kelly Campbell (google.com) 

281575 2.5K 
Eclipse hangs in SourceMapper while doing java proposals 

Proposed patch 

285230 3.6K 
[performance] Duplicate buffers created for internal classes 

Patch to ClassFile.java and SourceMapper.java 

285607 1.4K 
[performance] expensive inner loop in JavaSourceLookupUtil 

Simple patch to fix the unneccessary expensive inner loop operation. 

John Cortell (freescale.com) 

295551 27.3K 
Add option to automatically promote all warnings to errors 

implementation of solution in proposal 

Christopher Daniel (pl.ibm.com) 

260402 1.6K 
Conflits during JRE's import are not solved correctly. 

Fix 

Achim Demelt (exxcellent.de) 

278844 16.0K 
[JUnit] Separate UI from non-UI code 

Fixes for concurrency issues 

278844 541.1K 
[JUnit] Separate UI from non-UI code 

Updated patch 

Guven Demir (gmail.com) 

299514 28.6K 
[package explorer] Alternative package name shortening: abbreviation 

Patch 

Ralf Ebert (ralfebert.de) 

307109 7.4K 
All JREs are a perfect match for JavaSE-1.6 on OS X 

Fix for MacOSXVMInstallType 

Andrew Eisenberg (eisenberg.as) 

140392 14.9K 
[JUnit] Rerun failed first does not work with JUnit4 

Patch to implement this feature 

Nanda Firdausi (gmail.com) 

298844 1.5K 
[formatter] New lines in empty method body wrong behavior 

The patch for the formatter 

David Green (gmail.com) 

156343 2.2K 
Standard VM not supported on MacOS 

patch from bug 211648 re-cut as workspace-relative patch 

Ferenc Hechler (web.de) 

219530 145.8K 
[jar exporter] add Jar-in-Jar ClassLoader option 

patch for org.eclipse.jdt.ui, add Jar-in-Jar ClassLoader (without zip-



resource) 2008-09-16 

243163 7.6K 
[jar exporter] export directory entries in "Runnable JAR File" 

patch to export directories into runnable JARs 

262746 39.8K 
[jar exporter] Create a builder for jar-rsrc-loader.zip 

Builder for jar-in-jar-loader.zip 20090204 

262748 20.8K 
[jar exporter] extract constants for string literals in JarRsrcLoader et al. 

extracted constants into class JIJConst 

262763 12.3K 

[jar exporter] remove Built-By attribute in ANT files from Fat JAR 

Exporter 

Patch removing built-by entry 

262766 10.6K 

[jar exporter] ANT file for Jar-in-Jar option contains relative path to jar-

rsrc-loader.zip 

patch for creation of jar-rsrc-loader.zip 

262768 5.2K 
[jar exporter] Jardesc for normal Jar contains <fatjar builder="... 

patch removing fatjar entry from jardesc files 

Stephan Herrmann (cs.tu-berlin.de) 

215139 27.7K 
[search] More options for HierarchyScope 

polished patch 

236385 26.6K 

[compiler] Warn for potential programming problem if an object is 

created but not used 

patch v3 

278562 1.2K 
[1.5][compiler] Generated code results in VerifyError 

proposed patch 

281681 1.7K 
Stale code in CompilerOptions 

simple patch 

288698 5.1K 

Cannot create type hierarchy for abstract types when they have inline 

descendants and *.class* in project name 

proposed patch with test 

295551 15.6K 
Add option to automatically promote all warnings to errors 

Proposed patch - core part 

295894 26.3K 

[search] Search shows focus type implementation for nested types even 

though the scope is restricted to subtypes. 

patch v4 

295894 0 

[search] Search shows focus type implementation for nested types even 

though the scope is restricted to subtypes. 

same patch - one more test 

Patrick Higgins (yahoo.com) 

297663 6.4K 
[JUnit] JUnit not found when JDT installed as dropin 

Patched version of P2Utils.java 



Ayushman Jain (in.ibm.com) 

163194 246.8K 

[1.6] compiler should warn about missing @Override annotation for 

interface method 

proposed fix with 2 msgs + regression tests 

202634 11.9K 
[codeassist] missing super proposal in specific source 

proposed fix v2.0 + regression tests 

204100 5.4K 

[assist] getDeclarationSignature() returns different results for the same 

kind of proposals 

proposed fix v1.0 + regression tests 

235658 4.3K 
Valid identifier unrecognized. 

proposed fix v1.0 + regression tests 

236306 28.5K 

[content assist] for method invocation in variable initializer should not 

guess variable 

proposed fix v2.0 + regression tests 

244820 4.4K 
Content assist after 'instanceof' should also work in assignment 

proposed fix v1.0 + updated regression tests 

248312 16.1K 

[model] IMemberValuePair#getValue() should also work for negative 

numerals 

proposed fix v2.0 + regression tests 

249704 4.0K 
[code assist] autocomplete with anonymous classes does stop working 

proposed fix v1.0 + regression tests 

250056 30.5K 
[compiler][null] Another assert and "Redundant null check" 

proposed fix v1.0 + regression tests 

253896 27.0K 

[compiler][null] wrong "Null comparison always yields false" problem 

for auto-unboxing 

updated patch for HEAD 

267091 4.2K 
[content assist] After 'implements' interface members are not proposed 

proposed fix v1.0 + updated regression tests 

285565 14.4K 

[inline] Inlining constant or local variables causes exceptions with tab 

width 0 

Patch with one exception throwing condition removed 

287009 2.3K 
Inner Annotation Checks are Missing 

Modified patch + regression test 

287676 3.9K 
[1.5][compiler] Useless cast warning not emited 

proposed fix v1.0 + regression test 

292510 22.8K 
FUP of 292364: Error messages don't identify partial types precisely. 

proposed fix with correction + regression tests 

293777 4.8K 
Misleading problem when @Override is used on method with 

unresolved parameter type 



proposed fix v0.5 + regression test 

293917 82.8K 
Invalid 'potential null access' warning reports 

same patch with two additional tests 

295260 5.6K 

Wrong warnings on Java.Compiler.Errors/Warnings "Redundant null 

check" 

proposed fix v0.5 + regression test 

299900 5.0K 

[null]Missing potential null warnings for variable on the right of an OR 

conditional expression 

proposed fix v0.5 + regression tests 

300031 40.6K 

The deprecation warning for a type should not include the package 

name 

proposed fix v1.0 + regression tests 

302446 21.5K 

[compiler] Regression in if statement flow analysis related to null 

checks 

proposed fix + regression test 

302865 16.3K 

Issue with "import" a class and "import static" a method with the same 

name 

proposed fix updated + regression tests 

303448 62.3K 
Wrong code generation optimization when assert condition is false 

proposed fix v0.5 + regression tests 

305001 4.2K 
Exception occurred in listener of Java element change notification 

rough patch 

305590 3.6K 
Redundant null check false-positive 

proposed fix v1.0 + regression tests 

308980 18.7K 

[content assist]An initializer inside a non-array field declaration 

confuses content assist 

proposed fix v2.0 + regression tests 

Brock Janiczak (tpg.com.au) 

213786 2.7K 

[JUnit] Add context menu action to import junit test results from 

package explorer 

JUnit view editor launcher 

Satyam Kandula (in.ibm.com) 

275805 4.6K 

creating a non-primary working copy causes typeHierarchyChanged 

event 

Proposed patch 

286379 20.9K 
[search] Problem while searching class 

Patch 

288211 42.1K 
APT uses a lot of memory 

Patch on 3.4 maintenance branch 



288211 39.0K 
APT uses a lot of memory 

Patch on 3.5 maintenance branch 

289057 16.7K 
Java Content Assist taking too long 

Proposed patch 

289385 2.1K 
Investigate comment in performance tests 

Patch 

293861 10.2K 
Problem with refactoring when existing jar with invalid package names 

Proposed patch 

293861 7.6K 
Problem with refactoring when existing jar with invalid package names 

Patch on 3.5 maintenance branch 

296343 4.7K 

OOME error caused by java indexing referencing classloader from 

threadLocal 

Proposed patch for 3.6 

296343 5.1K 

OOME error caused by java indexing referencing classloader from 

threadLocal 

Proposed patch for 3.5.2 

296343 5.1K 

OOME error caused by java indexing referencing classloader from 

threadLocal 

Proposed patch for 3.2 maintenance stream 

305116 3.8K 
[index] Improve performance of indexes results tables 

Revised Patch 

306172 2.0K 

[perfs] Invalid test duration for 

FullSourceWorkspaceTypeHierarchyTests#testPerSuperTypes() 

Proposed patch 

306172 2.4K 

[perfs] Invalid test duration for 

FullSourceWorkspaceTypeHierarchyTests#testPerSuperTypes() 

Proposed patch for perf_35x  

306196 8.2K 

[search] NPE while searching for annotation references in rt.jar of JRE 

6.0 

Proposed patch 

306223 15.2K 
[search] Searching for annotation references report all type references 

Proposed patch 

307040 13.4K 
Search Job with HierarchyScope on Object does not cancel 

Patch 

Robert Konigsberg (google.com) 

280114 1.8K 

[JUnit] Leverage 

AbstractJavaLaunchConfigurationDelegate.getMainTypeName in 

JUnitLaunchConfigurationDelegate 

Uses parent class's getTypeName method. (attempt 2) 



Teodor Madan (freescale.com) 

49730 988 
[source lookup] Call stack editor annotation ambiguous 

Patch for multiple primary and secondary InstructionPointer annotations 

Martin (gmail.com) 

296552 754 
ExpressionInputDialog.dispose is called twice 

patch 

296781 1.7K 

AlreadyExistsDialog.initializeComposite clones 

Dialog.createDialogArea 

proposed patch 

Mateusz Matela (gmail.com) 

26070 452.5K 
[code manipulation] [dcr] toString() builder wizard 

even better patch 

267710 131.5K 
[toString] finish toString() builder wizard 

patch2 

267916 21.2K 
[toString] Template edit dialog has usability issues 

new template edit dialog 

270462 6.8K 
[toString] toString wizard generates wrong code 

patch 

275360 25.4K 
[toString] Wrong code generated with String concatenation 

fix 

275370 10.9K 
[toString] Generator uses wrong suffixes and prefixes 

fix and test 

279924 15.2K 
[toString] toString() generator: Fields in declaration order 

patch 

Benjamin Muskalla (eclipsesource.com) 

50607 4.9K 
[extract method] Name ambiguous return value in error message 

patch 

97413 3.9K 
[extract method] missing return type when code can throw exception 

patch + testcase 

100593 10.6K 
[quick fix] proposes wrong cast from Object to primitive int 

patch 

101233 3.3K 
[extract method] remember selected access modifier 

updated patch 

107924 3.5K 
[quick fix] "Add exceptions to..." quickfix does nothing. 

patch 

107985 3.1K 
[quick fix] Create Method in void context should 'box' void. 

patch 



107985 2.0K 
[quick fix] Create Method in void context should 'box' void. 

copyright 

152004 7.4K 

[extract method] should declare method static if extracted from 

anonymous in static method 

patch+testcases 

160853 7.0K 

[extract method] Does not replace similar code in parent class of 

anonymous class 

patch 

213519 9.1K 

[extract method] Missing return value, while extracting code out of a 

loop 

patch + testcases 

228950 4.7K 
[pull up] exception if target calls super with multiple parameters 

patch 

233278 4.7K 
[surround with] "Surround With runnable" crash. 

patch 

236421 1.6K 

[spell checking][implementation] PersistentSpellDictionary closes 

wrong stream 

suggested patch 

238226 5.9K 
[preferences] Surface new compiler warning option in preference page 

patch 

239066 25.0K 

[compiler] Overriding a Synchronized Method with a Non-synchronized 

Method 

updated patch 

245240 5.0K 

[preferences] Add preference for new compiler warning: 

MissingSynchronizedModifierInInheritedMethod 

patch 

245250 9.8K 
[quick fix] Quick fix for missing synchronized modifier 

patch 

248935 1.0K 
Typo in JUnit ISV doc 

patch 

264052 3.0K 
[templates] new SWT templates - ToolBar and ToolItem 

patch 

264606 18.0K 
[extract method] extracting return value results in compile error 

updated patch+testcases 

Carsten Pfeiffer (gebit.de) 

303698 1.9K 
[ccp] ReorgPolicies' canEnable() methods return true too often 

Fixes the buggy canEnable() methods 

303705 1.5K 
[search] Custom search results not shown hierarchically in the java 

search results view 



Patch addressing the issue 

Vladimir Piskarev (hotmail.com) 

261600 12.6K 

[jsr269] Implementations of Messager are ignoring AnnotationMirror 

and AnnotationValue parameters 

New proposed patch 

Eric Rizzo (rizzoweb.com) 

271375 4.9K 

[nls tooling] Externalize Strings wizard always defaults to the "legacy" 

mechanism 

Patch for org.eclipse.jdt.ui (against HEAD) 

Neale Upstone (nealeupstone.com) 

276068 8.1K 

[JUnit] JUnit viewer doesn't recognise <skipped/> node 

Marks <skipped/> node as an ignored test when importing [file is mod 

of src from 3.6 nightly 20090905] 

276068 2.9K 

[JUnit] JUnit viewer doesn't recognise <skipped/> node 

Adds NODE_SKIPPED constant [file is mod of src from 3.6 nightly 

20090905] 

Raksha Vasisht (in.ibm.com) 

41702 10.1K 
[call hierarchy] add ability to remove nodes from view 

Patch with review changes. 

41702 2.7K 
[call hierarchy] add ability to remove nodes from view 

Refined patch  

44277 19.6K 
[navigation] Enable CTRL-mouse navigation for implementing classes 

Pls take this one. 

102281 29.8K 
[call hierarchy] shouldn't be stopped by anonymous inner classes 

Patch with the fix. 

120561 17.0K 

[working sets] Allow to have the working sets automatically sorted in 

the Package Explorer 

Patch with review changes. 

182539 12.9K 

[package explorer][working sets] Offer delete on a working set 

The delete button is now enabled for Working Sets when set as top level 

elements, which helps the user to either remove or hide the Working 

Set(s) from the PE without having to reconfigure everytime. 

190438 5.4K 

[working sets] Assign Working Sets dialog forgets settings after adding 

and moving new working set 

Yep , replaced the newly created set by taking contents from 

getChecked() and adding newly added ws from WSCD to it. 

220002 26.2K 
[hovering] Add 'Show in Properties File' action to NLS key hover 

Patch with review changes. 

254603 3.9K [package explorer][working sets] Package Explorer should support 



"Show All" Working Sets 

Fixed. Activate newly added working sets , show in PE. 

256867 2.6K 

[package explorer] Assign Working Sets dialog: checking a working set 

should show it 

Fixed the NPE. 

256879 3.0K 

[package explorer] Assign Working Sets dialog should preserve check 

box setting 

Made the tweaks required. [The check box setting for Assign Working 

Sets dialog preserves the state entered by the user before OK is pressed 

(and not if cancel is pressed) ]. 

258792 1.5K 

[package explorer] 'Working Set Assignments' dialog no longer sorted if 

new ws is created 

WorkingSetAssignments dialog is now alphabetically sorted. 

264720 2.2K 

Remove duplicate creation of comparator in 

WorkingSetConfigurationDialog 

Fixed lazy loading, minor changes. 

264722 13.3K 
Get rid of duplicate working set comparators 

Made the minor changes. 

265645 7.4K 

Configure Working Sets Dialog: sort checkbox does not use dialog font 

Added ConfigureWorkingSetAssignementAction dialog changes as 

well. 

266442 4.7K 

[navigation] JavaElementImplementationHyperlink.open() must show 

dialog in case of error 

Patch with JavaElementImplementationHyperlink.open() showing error 

dialog and message. 

266443 1.3K 

[navigation] JavaElementImplementationHyperlink does not work for 

method declarations 

Patch with the fix. Calculates the reciever type for method declarations. 

266831 2.4K 

[navigation] Open Implementation hyperlink should not show up for 

non-overridable methods 

Patch with the fix. 

267002 1.0K 

[working sets] Assign Working Sets dialog does not show new working 

set 

Pls take this one.The bug was not from 190438, but because 

addNewWorkingSet(workingSet), was always called before 

manager.addWorkingSet(workingSet) when new working sets were 

created. Swapped them. 

267358 1.4K 

[package explorer][working sets][dnd] When sorted, should not show 

drop target for WS 

Patch with the fix. 

267369 26.4K [navigation] 'Open Implementation' should also be available as 



command 

Patch with review changes. 

267682 1.4K 

[navigation] 'Open Implementation' on super method invocation should 

not open quick type hierarchy 

Patch with the fix. 

267829 5.6K 

[working sets] [package explorer] Working sets not resorted when name 

changes 

Patch with the fix. 

268678 3.6K 
[navigation] NPE in JavaElementImplementationHyperlink 

Patch with added null checks. 

269524 1.2K 

[working sets] 'Assign Working Set...' in Package Explorer with 'Top 

Level Elements > Projects' throws NPE 

Fixed. Value of fWorkingSetModel remains unchanged. 

269814 1.4K 

[working sets] 'Assign Working Set...' in Package Explorer with 'Top 

Level Elements > Projects' shows invalid UI element 

Patch with added null check. 

271446 8.0K 
[call hierarchy] cannot restart canceled search for callers 

Patch with the fix. 

274087 6.2K 
[call hierarchy] Remember for which nodes to expand constructors 

Added check in EWC. 

274091 4.1K 

[call hierarchy] Wrong behavior of Expand With Constructors on multi-

selection with parent/child 

FIX 

277303 18.2K 
[clean up] Add ISV doc for the clean up extension point 

Patch with review changes. 

277812 24.1K 

[call hierarchy] [working sets] Add F1 Help for Call Hierarchy Filters, 

Expand With Constructors Dialog, Working Set Configuration Dialog , 

Working Set Assignments Dialog 

Patch with review changes. 

285556 2.0K 
[call hierarchy] Remove from View fails if grandchild is in progress 

Patch with the fix. 

Mateusz Wenus (gmail.com) 

140971 16.2K 
[override method] generate in declaration order [code generation] 

proposed patch 

srikanth (in.ibm.com) 

99399 30.0K 

[1.5][assist] Code assist propose final classes in methods type parameter 

extends clause 

Revised patch 

171136 6.5K [buildpath] Illegal type of archive for required library is an incorrect 



message. 

Proposed patch  

228845 6.2K 

[hierarchy] Type hierarchy should include subtypes in primary working 

copies 

Patch incorporating review comments 

232816 30.5K 
[buildpath] Misleading problem text for missing jar in user library 

Patch with linux failure & review comment addressed. 

234609 30.4K 

[dom] BindingKey#toSignature() fails with key from 

createWilcardTypeBindingKey(..) 

Patch with API name finalized 

252555 6.4K 
[javadoc] NPE on duplicate package-info 

Patch with cleanups. 

252555 6.4K 
[javadoc] NPE on duplicate package-info 

Patch for backport to 3.4.2 

258145 4.5K 

Fup of bug 252555, JME is thrown when package-info.java exists twice 

in the same project 

Modified patch  

261594 3.2K 
Adjust code to new PRE_REFRESH semantics 

proposed fix & test 

264991 5.6K 
Wrong 'unused' problem reported 

Interim patch 

265142 16.9K 
Compiler fails to warn on unused constructors of private classes. 

Patch with review comments incorporated 

265571 3.8K 
Abstract method that is not directly used is flagged as unused 

Proposed patch & test 

Repositories 

The information contained in this log was generated by using commit information from 
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